A method to quantitatively apportion pollutants at high spatial and temporal resolution: the Stochastic Lagrangian Apportionment Method (SLAM).
We introduce a method to quantify upwind contributions to concentrations of atmospheric pollutants. The Stochastic Lagrangian Apportionment Method (SLAM) carries out the following: (1) account for chemical transformations and depositional losses; (2) incorporate the effects of turbulent dispersion; (3) simulate the locations of the sources with high spatial and temporal resolution; and (4) minimize the impact from numerical diffusion. SLAM accomplishes these four features by using a time-reversed Lagrangian particle dispersion model and then simulating chemical changes forward in time, while tagging and keeping track of different sources. As an example of SLAM's application, we show its use in apportioning sources contributing to ammonia (NH3) and ammonium particulates (p-NH4(+)) at a site in southern Ontario, Canada. Agricultural emissions are seen to dominate contributions to NH3 and p-NH4(+) at the site. The source region of NH3 was significantly smaller than that of p-NH4(+), which covered numerous states of the American Midwest. The source apportionment results from SLAM were compared against those from zeroing-out individual sources ("brute force method"; BFM). The comparisons show SLAM to produce almost identical results as BFM for NH3, but higher concentrations of p-NH4(+), likely due to indirect effects that affect BFM. Finally, uncertainties in the SLAM approach and ways to address such shortcomings by combining SLAM with inverse methods are discussed.